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Abstract: New smartphones made by small companies enter the technology market everyday. These
new devices introduce new challenges for mobile forensic investigators as these devices end up
becoming pertinent evidence during an investigation. One such device is the PinePhone from Pine
Microsystems (Pine64). These new devices are sometimes also shipped with OSes that are developed
by open source communities and are otherwise never seen by investigators. Ubuntu Touch is one
of these OSes and is currently being developed for deployment on the PinePhone. There is little
research behind both the device and OS on what methodology an investigator should follow to
reliably and accurately extract data. This results in potentially flawed methodologies being used
before any testing can occur and contributes to the backlog of devices that need to be processed.
Therefore, in this paper, the first forensic analysis of the PinePhone device with Ubuntu Touch OS is
performed using Autopsy, an open source tool, to establish a framework that can be used to examine
and analyze devices running the Ubuntu Touch OS. The findings include analysis of artifacts that
could impact user privacy and data security, organization structure of file storage, app storage, OS,
etc. Moreover, locations within the device that stores call logs, SMS messages, images, and videos
are reported. Interesting findings include forensic artifacts, which could be useful to investigators
in understanding user activity and attribution. This research will provide a roadmap to the digital
forensic investigators to efficiently and effectively conduct their investigations where they have
Ubuntu Touch OS and/or PinePhone as the evidence source.

Keywords: Ubuntu Touch OS; digital forensics; mobile forensics; security; privacy; operating system

1. Introduction

Mobile device forensics is a continuously changing field that faces major challenges.
Constant updates in device software make forensic investigations difficult as each new OS
update may also cause a large shift in how data are stored and processed. These changes
can result in forensics tools being unable to acquire key pieces of evidence for investigation
properly [1,2].

Another challenge facing mobile forensics is the increasing number of phone man-
ufacturers who currently represent a small part of the market but have the potential to
grow in the near future. Devices such as the PinePhone experience limited support from
mainline digital forensic tools as they are not as widely adopted. There is a substantial lack
of research that goes into exploring these lesser-known devices. Investigators are left in
a conundrum when unpopular devices appear in a case as there are few frameworks or
formal documentation on how these phones should be investigated. Moreover, phones
with open source operating systems may end up becoming increasingly prevalent, espe-
cially in underdeveloped and developing countries [3,4]. Digital forensics experts must
resort to conducting their investigations in parallel with experimenting and using trial
and error to determine the best method of acquiring and analyzing data that could be
stored differently than what investigators are used to. During an active investigation, this
workflow is not ideal as it may introduce errors into the investigation, and an untested
methodology being used live for the first time in cases is not a standard that should be
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promoted unless necessary. It is also possible that such untested practices may cause the
evidence to be partially or entirely destroyed.

The PinePhone supports all major Linux distributions [5], and for the specific scope
of this research, we proceeded with Ubuntu Touch, an open-source Linux OS. Ubuntu
Touch is widely used on the top of PinePhone [6], which makes it a favorable candidate
among hackers and thus for us to perform Ubuntu Touch forensics. Ubuntu Touch is also
one of the operating systems that do not hold much market share. As a result, Ubuntu
Touch is not well supported by forensic tools, which could be problematic if a device
involved in a criminal investigation is discovered to be using it. Given these issues, in this
paper, we investigate both the PinePhone and Ubuntu Touch OS currently being developed
for it to gain an understanding of how forensic analysis on these novel platforms can be
done.The lack of existing forensic support for Ubuntu Touch serves as a driving motivation
to conduct this research. In the absence of a technical forensic methodology, the authors
learn and inform as they proceed in its investigation. Since data extraction differs from
Android to Linux to iOS, this particular variant of Linux has no literature on how to target
data extraction. Our research provides a roadmap for investigators to investigate unusual
phones. This OS analysis tangentially focuses on finding encrypted communication and
data storage, especially passwords. This will enlighten the examiners on how and where
Ubuntu Touch uses encryption.

Given the challenges and the gap in the literature, our contributions in this paper are
as follows:

• analysis and increased understanding of Ubuntu Touch OS;
• creation of a list of important artifacts and locations for relevant forensic data for the

PinePhone running Ubuntu Touch OS;
• increased understanding of how current forensic tools can be applied to less well-

known OSes and devices;
• analysis of various third-party applications currently available on the Open Store;
• aid in preparedness for investigators who may encounter similar devices in fu-

ture cases.

The rest of this paper is organized into sections to focus on multiple aspects of this
research. Section 2 summarizes the current literature. Section 3 discusses our research
methodology as well as the framework devised during and after the analysis of Ubuntu
Touch OS. Section 4 presents the final results of this research. Section 5 discusses the chal-
lenges that occurred during our research and investigation. Section 6 enlists the advantages,
disadvantages, and similarities identified in Ubuntu Touch OS with respect to its closest
OS, Android. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Ubuntu Touch is an open source OS with no systemic or organizational backing. As
stated on its community website, it is built and maintained by an “international community
of passionate volunteers” [7]. The goal of Ubuntu Touch is to create a new OS for mobile
devices. As there is no current research that has forensically examined Ubuntu Touch OS,
we will need to create a novel but reasonable and evidence-centric methodology. We shall
start by working backward from the ultimate end goal and the desired results of this study.
The ultimate goal of this research is to create a framework to help investigators understand
where to look for commonly sought-after evidence such as call logs, messages, emails,
contacts, videos, and images. To create a framework for investigating this new OS a priori,
we also rely on previous research conducted in underlying or similar technologies, with
the assumption that they are related and can act as a useful guide. This method of creating
a framework does assume that there are few radical differences between Ubuntu Touch
and the systems we will draw on to create this framework.

First, the Ubuntu Touch OS draws elements from the original desktop version of
Ubuntu OS. As stated by the developers, Ubuntu Touch is “an extract of parts of Ubuntu,
adapted to run in a mobile touch-screen environment but also capable of functioning as
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a desktop” [8]. From this, we can gather that there will be a substantial portion of the
Ubuntu file system and organization or, more generally, a Linux file structure. Ubuntu
is a well-known Linux system that is compliant with the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard
(FHS) [9], which is defined by the Linux Foundations’ Linux Standard Base workgroup [10].
As such, we can look to the file system standards defined by the LSB workgroup to create a
shortlist of directories and paths that we should look at first to determine their forensic
investigative worth. The FHS standard defines a required directory structure. In Table 1,
we evaluate the forensics implications of each subdirectory and provide a rationale for why
we will or will not include them as part of our framework for investigating Ubuntu Touch.

Table 1. High-level directory structure of Linux file systems and its forensic relevance.

Directory Description Forensic Rationale

/bin Essential command binaries May not contain user data, contains basic tools like bash,
gcc, etc.

/boot Static files of the boot loader Out of scope
/dev Device files Not needed for mobile device

/etc Host-specific system configuration Application specific investigations may have
configurations

/lib Essential shared libraries and kernel modules Assumed clean; Attacks are out of scope
/media Mount point for removable media Not needed for mobile device
/mnt Mount point for mounting a filesystem temporarily Not needed for mobile device
/opt Add-on application software packages Potentially useful if investigating apps
run Data relevant to running processes More in depth, potentially out of scope

/sbin Essential system binaries Highly technical, malware investigation relevant. May not
have user data relevant to an investigation

/srv Data for services provided by system Out of scope
/tmp Temporary files Cached and temp files could contain user data
/usr Secondary hierarchy Contains user data
/var Variable data Application logs, potential user data present

/home Stores user home directories Large amount of user data

We will, therefore, include the directories that contain relevant user data as part of
the investigation framework for Ubuntu Touch. Ubuntu, or more generally Linux-based
operating systems, forensics is an area that has been widely studied. Tools such as Autopsy
and Scalpel are noted as being able to conduct Ubuntu forensics as they are able to read
the most commonly used EXT file systems [11]. Fairbanks et al. [12] provide a helpful
guide to understand and dive deeper into the EXT4 file system, which is also Ubuntu
Touch’s file system as investigated and reported further in this paper. Fairbanks et al. have
further studied data recovery in the EXT4 file system in [13]. For acquisition and analysis,
the authors prefer Autopsy, which is a trusted and most updated open-source forensic
tool for investigators [14]. Previous work conducted in this area has identified certain
directories and specific files such as /etc/shadow, /user/lib, /etc/shadow and /etc/passwd as files
of importance due to their contents being especially relevant to an investigator [11]. We
will use this framework of known Linux file system directories and files to guide our own
analysis of Ubuntu Touch to help us more efficiently look through the acquired image to
determine where relevant forensic artifacts may be stored.

Second, Ubuntu Touch is not alone in being an OS adapted from one hardware plat-
form to another. Other OSes like Windows have undergone similar adaptations when
moving from a pure desktop or laptop environment to a tablet or phone operating environ-
ment. Research in that area can, therefore, be used here as guidance.

It is noted in Windows phone forensics, and mobile forensics in general, that data
acquisition involves the installation of a small program on the device to extract data [15].
However, not only is Ubuntu Touch still under development, but the underlying hardware
is as well. As such, it is unlikely that we will be able to find any forensics software that
is capable of installing such an application that would enable us to extract data from
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the phone in a conventional manner. Other forensic works on Windows Phone 7 have
shown that it is still possible to extract useful data from new platforms by using already
developed and available tools [15]. Hence, we may try to accomplish our task using a
similar methodology. There are a number of tools available for imaging Ubuntu OS or,
more generally, Linux machines. The list of tools includes, but not limited to, dd, FTK
Imager, EnCase, and Magnet AXIOM.

As the Ubuntu Touch is a smartphone OS that is Linux based, it may be prudent to
attempt to use the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) tool as well to extract data. However, it
must be noted that Ubuntu Touch is not the same as Android in terms of data extraction.
In the Android operating system, use of ADB is a very popular method of pulling data
from the mobile device. However, there is not enough literature on Ubuntu Touch OS for
data extraction procedures, nor is Ubuntu Touch an Android-based OS. While both OSes
may be based on Linux, they are significantly different, and any attempted use of ADB will
likely fail. We now have a list of forensic tools that we can use to attempt the acquisition of
this novel OS installed on a novel hardware platform.

Third, the Ubuntu Touch OS has been modified to allow for mobile phone capabilities.
Ubuntu Touch is derived from the desktop Ubuntu OS, and it has a similar development
path and history as Windows for mobile devices, being a desktop OS adapted for use on
mobile devices. Finally, Ubuntu Touch, as an OS for mobile devices, will have functionality
similar to Android and will share some forensic similarity in terms of how and where data
related to smartphone functionality are stored. Research in Android forensics has already
uncovered the basic layout of the file structure. The Android architecture as well as the
general partitioning scheme used for Android devices is laid out in [16]. One of the more
important partitions that we need to look at, if it is indeed present in Ubuntu Touch, is the
/userdata partition as it may contain user-installed applications and application data [16].
Interestingly, the /system partition is where the OS files are stored, which is relevant to our
study as we would like to investigate how Ubuntu Touch OS exists on disk [16]. If this
partition exists, we will also need to take a closer look at it. Android devices, such as the
numerous lines of Samsung smartphones, also pose additional data acquisition challenges
in the form of OEM locking [16]. However, as we are conducting this study using the
hardware platform of the PinePhone, which is supposed to be an open source platform, we
do not expect these kinds of locks and restrictions to exist and cause any hindrances.

Other research has been conducted in novel mobile operating systems, such as the
analysis of palm webOS [17]. Authors cite the need for research in these novel systems
as relevant information pertinent to investigators may be present, but not recoverable by
current tools. Research into novel operating systems will also grow as data security and
consumer data privacy interest grow. New research prototyping novel operating systems
designed to secure user data are already being published to create secure mobile platforms,
sometimes called “paranoid”, as part of their core system design [18]. These new paranoid
OSes will pose further challenges to investigators and will also need further study in the
future. Understandably, there is a risk to this type of research focused specifically on
unpopular mobile operating systems. They may be discontinued, such as in the case of
Firefox OS, which has had previous research published [19]. However, despite Firefox
OS being discontinued, the research conducted is still important. Another aspect of this
research is to curb the cybercrimes spreading through the use of mobile phones [20,21].
With the advent of mobile OS with a focus on anonymity, it sometimes gives a free hand
to attackers to perform malicious activity and get away with it. Therefore, this research is
still valid as it could be relevant in the future if the old paradigms are reworked and get a
second breath of life.

3. Methodology

In this section we introduce the methodology used to conduct this research. First, we
go over the methodology used to setup the mobile device after it was received from the
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manufacturer. We discuss the applications that were populated with data, and finally we
explain the methodology used to image the device and perform the analysis.

There are two methods currently available to flash an Ubuntu Touch OS onto smart-
phones: (1) installing from an image file, and (2) using the UBports GUI application to
install OS over USB connection from a computer to the device. The GUI installer does not
officially or even unofficially support the Braveheart line of PinePhone. As such, while
it may have decent support, the lack of official recognition from either Ubuntu Touch or
Pine’s developers means that there could be substantial issues with the GUI installer. As
such, the manual installation method is preferred. The manual installation method used
was provided by PinePhone as a set of procedures to follow when installing any image
onto an SD card. The instructions relevant to installing Ubuntu Touch were followed, and
the steps are listed below.

Installation procedure:

1. Downloaded the Ubuntu Touch OS image for PinePhone from: https://ci.ubports.
com/job/rootfs/job/rootfs-pinephone/.

2. Connected SD card using an adapter to the computer station.
3. Flashed img.gz file onto SD card using Balena Etcher [22].
4. Inserted SD card into PinePhone and booted up the device.
5. Followed the on-screen instructions to set up the operating system:

(a) Selected system language: English (United States).
(b) Connected to the local WiFi network.
(c) Selected Time Zone: Indianapolis.
(d) Set preferred name: Test.
(e) No password was set.
(f) The OS setup is completed, and it is now functional.

After the installation of Ubuntu Touch was complete, various third-party and native
applications were installed. A test account, focyber86@gmail.com, was created and used on
these apps for sign-up. Each application was then populated using basic user interactions
such as sending a message, sending pictures, or browsing the web. The applications were
chosen in an attempt to cover as many applications seen in real life, which could provide
useful forensic information to investigators. These are applications such as social media,
web browsers, communication platforms, and cloud storage. A full list of applications and
how they were populated are shown in Table 2.

After the data population was finished, we made the image of the device. During
testing, we discovered that removing the SD card which had been flashed with Ubuntu
Touch and then booting the phone would result in the phone entering the stock firmware
that it had shipped with, Postmarket OS. After the removal of the SD card, there was no
evidence that any part of the installed OS remained. We reasoned that the Ubuntu Touch
OS and all corresponding user data would thus be stored primarily on the SD card and
that for acquisition purposes, imaging the SD card would be appropriate. This idea was
validated by checking the acquired image to see if the OS and user files were present,
which would indicate that we have collected data of forensic relevance. The procedures for
imaging the PinePhone are given below.

1. Shutdown the PinePhone
2. Removed the back cover
3. Removed the SD card
4. Connected the SD card to the forensic station
5. Created a physical image using the raw format by utilizing FTK Imager on the

forensic station
6. Load acquired image into analysis tool (Autopsy)

 https://ci.ubports.com/job/rootfs/job/rootfs-pinephone/
 https://ci.ubports.com/job/rootfs/job/rootfs-pinephone/
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Table 2. Applications that were installed and attempted at populating with user data.

Native Application

Name (Version)
Developer Data Population/App Status (if Not Working)

Calendar UBPorts Created 2 events at different days and times with messages and locations

Phone (Calls) UBPorts Made outgoing calls, received incoming calls, tested missed calls

Phone (Contacts) UBPorts Added 3 new contacts with phone and name details

Phone (Messages) UBPorts Sent and received basic text messages; images could not be sent due to error

Morph Browser UBPorts Browsed the web; downloaded various images; browsed news articles

Gallery UBPorts Attempted to view images downloaded via email and web browser; Not working as
loading an image from File Manager results in hang

Notes (v0.11.0) UBPorts Added a note with a tag for organization

Bluetooth UBPorts Not working turning on Bluetooth generates no list of devices to pair with, the
switch then flips itself back off

3rd-Party Application

Name (Version)
Developer Data Population/App Status (if Not Working)

Skype (v1.3) Ruben Carneiro Had conversations with other account, sent and received multimedia; initiated and
received Skype call

Google Mail (v0.4) Jose M Reyes Received various emails with text, mp3, mp4, and image content

Pesbuk (1.3) Facebook app Kugi Eusebio Logged into account; browsed Facebook feed; looked at messages; looked at
Facebook Messenger chat

WebTelegram (v0.1) Jan Sprinz Sent and received texts; images and multimedia could not be sent; old images and
conversations could be seen

Axolotl Beta (v0.7.7.2) Aaron Kimmig Linked account

LinkedIn (v1) Andy Bleaden Signed into account; added connections; sent and received messages

Google Maps UT (v0.1) Steven Barson Not working

WhatsApp (v1.0) Robin Not working

Instagram (v0.3) Ivo Xavier Not working

Twitter (v1.2) Gergely Barna Sent direct messages; followed a few people; added friends

Youtube (v0.7) Alan Pope Watched a few videos; searched for a few videos

uReadIt (v4.8) Jan Sprinz Browsed reddit; following links to other sites resulted in hanging; following reddit
hosted text posts was okay

Music UBPorts Opened app; attempted to load downloaded music, but hangs instead

Keeweb (v1.4.1) Joan CiberSheep Added a few fake passwords to websites

Onion Browser (v0.3) Aaron Kimmig Browsed the web through the TOR browser, no .onion sites were visited

Google Drive Basic (0.1) Zsolt Mester-Darok Not working; crashes

Drop Box (v1) Andy Bleaden Can log in, but no uploading possible

Log Viewer (v2.3) Jan Sprinz Not tested, used for troubleshooting only

The hardware used for this research included a SanDisk 64GB MicroSD card, and
the Pinephone Braveheart edition. The Pinephone was running Ubuntu Touch build #270.
Software used included balenaEtcher v1.5.76, FTK Imager v4.2.0.13, Autopsy v4.14 and
v4.15, and DB Browser for SQLite v3.11.2.

4. Results and Discussion

As this study intends to analyze Ubuntu Touch on the PinePhone hardware platform
as well as the behaviors and forensic potential of user applications, our results will be
reported in three parts. The first part will go over the general phone functions, including
the file system structure and its hierarchy. The second goes through native app features
like contacts, calendars, and phone functionality (such as calls and text). The third part
will identify third-party apps installed through OpenStore of the OS and list any findings
related to each specific application. Both native and external apps report forensic artifacts
of interest related to hidden directories, encrypted folders, archived, deleted, and carved
files/folders.
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4.1. Acquisition and Analysis

The acquired image of Ubuntu Touch (Build #270) from the PinePhone (Braveheart
Edition) was taken using FTK Imager (version 4.2.0.13). The analyses were done with
Autopsy (version 4.14.0 and version 4.15.0). Note that Ubuntu Touch is under constant
development; hence, a new build is released every day. All ingest modules, including Hash
Lookup, EXIF Parser, Encryption Detection, and Correlation Engine, among others, were
run for better analysis. Note that running all ingest modules is a time-consuming process.
Figure 1 shows the imaging specifications as acquired. Important attributes include the
number of images, videos, audio; allocated space size; slack space. The imaging procedure
took 56 min, and the file size (DD) was 59.4 GB.

Figure 1. Case File Data Type Summary in Autopsy.

Here we note two things for digital forensic investigators. As the entire image of the
phone exists on the micro SD card, acquisition of the device image is relatively easy com-
pared to the acquisition of mobile devices where rooting or bypassing of OEM/bootloader
locking restrictions may be required. The methodology that should be used is more akin to
the imaging of USB/SD card removable media, including all relevant acquisition hardware
such as SD card write blockers. The second thing of note is that the SIM card accepted
by the PinePhone is a Micro SIM rather than a Nano-SIM. Investigators who wish to ex-
periment with the PinePhone themselves, or want to replace the SIM for whatever reason,
should be aware of the Micro SIM requirement and use an appropriate SIM card adapter
if needed.

4.2. Core Phone Function Findings

Upon analyzing the acquired phone, we observed that Ubuntu Touch is organized
similarly as an Ubuntu desktop machine. Figure 2 shows the Filesystem Hierarchy Stan-
dard (FHS) in most Ubuntu (from Linux Distributions) filesystems. Exploring each of the
directories, we found that most of these directories, like a normal Ubuntu machine, do
not contain third-party application data. There were no notable differences between the
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Ubuntu Touch’s file structure and its contents compared to a desktop installation of Ubuntu.
Furthermore, upon initial analysis, we have verified that Ubuntu Touch runs using an
EXT4 file system, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Root file system hierarchy.

Looking deeper, we analyzed the home directory, where we found a user called phablet.
This appears to be the default user that all Ubuntu Touch systems come pre-installed
with. The layout of the directory was the same as a traditional desktop installation of
Ubuntu, refer to Figure 4. It is under the home directory that most of the phone’s user
data are stored. For example, during the data population, we would save images from
email attachments or directly from the internet via a web browser. Searching for these
downloaded images would lead us to this home directory. Under the home directory,
we can see the standard structure of an Ubuntu desktop installed graphically as com-
mon Music (/home/phablet/Music), Documents (/home/phablet/Documents), and Downloads
(/home/phablet/Downloads) folders are present among other common folders.

The International Mobile Equipment Identification (IMEI) number of the device was
found by using the phone directly. Then, the image was searched through using Autopsy’s
ingest feature to see where the IMEI could be found within the image. However, the IMEI
number could not be found using the keyword search ingest.
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Figure 3. The file system type for Ubuntu Touch OS as reported by Autopsy.

Figure 4. Main directory for analysis is the phablet users home directory.

4.3. Findings from Native Applications

Native apps here refer to those apps which come pre-installed with the Ubuntu Touch
operating system. This section intends to cover some of the important native apps used
during the testing. Table 3 provides a comprehensive summary of the directories and files
of interest found during the investigation. Note that one interesting property of Ubuntu
Touch is the folder /home/phablet/.local/share/applications. This folder contains files with the
.desktop extension. It appears that this location is a list of icons that exist on the phone’s
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main application drawer. This information may be useful to investigators as a quick way
to see what applications have been installed on the device.

Table 3. Application directories in the file system along with interesting sub-files.

S.No. Native App

Name
Directory in File Structure Interesting Sub-Files

1. Calendar /home/phablet/.local/share/
evolution/calendar/system/ calender.ics None

2. Phone (Calls) /home/phablet/.local/share/
history-service/history.sqlite Table:voice event under history.sqlite

3. Phone (Contacts)
/home/phablet/.local/share/

evolution/addressbook/system/
contacts.db

Table: folder id, folder_id_phone_list under
contacts.db

4. Phone (Messages) /home/phablet/.local/share/
history-service/history.sqlite None

5. Morph Browser home/phablet/.local/share/
morph-browser/history.sqlite bookmarks.sqlite, downloads.sqlite

6. Gallery home/phablet/Downloads Image/Video Tab, gallery.sqlite

7. Notes /home/phablet/.local/share/
com.ubuntu.reminders/@local11

note-ba9def24- 0882-4140-b5c5-abc733c38fda
.info

S.No. Third Party

App Name
Directory in File Structure Interesting Sub-Files

8. Skype home/phablet/.local/share/
skype.rubencarneiro/ 000003.log

9. Google Mail home/phablet/.local/share/
googlemail.josele13 /databases/ https_mail.google.com_0/1.sqlite

10. Pesbuk home/phablet/.local/share/
pesbuk.kugiigi

pesbuk.kugiigi/pesbuk.kugiigi
/QTWebEngine/Default

11. WebTelegram home/phablet/.local/share/
webtelegram.neothethird 00003.log

12. Axolotl /home/phablet/.local/share/
textsecure.nanuc/ /.storage/identity/http_password, db/db.sql

13. LinkedIn /home/phablet/.local/share/
linkedin.andybleaden/

Local Stor-
age/https_www.linkedin.com_0.localstorage

14. Twitter /home/phablet/.local/share/
twitter.toshi/ 000003.log

15. YouTube /home/phablet/.local/share/
com.popey.youtube/ None

16. uReadIt /home/phablet/.local/share/
ureadit.neothethird/ Databases/

17. Keepweb /home/phablet/.local/share/
keepweb.cibersheep/ None

18. Onion Browser /home/phablet/.local/share/
onion.nanuc.org/ None

19. Drop Box /home/phablet/.local/share/
dropbox.andybleaden/

Local Stor-
age/https_www.dropbox.com_0.localstorage

4.3.1. Calendar

The native calendar app of the phone was found pretty intuitively on its forensic ex-
amination. The file calendar.ics in the specified directory contains all events in the sequential
order of their creation. Authors populated calendar events on the phone, two examples
of which are shown in Figure 5. First an event by the title Test event name with its DTStart
(Start Date), DTEnd (End Date), location, summary, description creation time, and last
modified time. Second, an alarm set for 15 min by the name test event name. Recovering
calendar events during digital forensics investigations could help the analyst know the
suspect’s planned activities and associated date/time information.
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Figure 5. Highlighted text depicts a test alarm event from calendar.ics file viewed in Notepad++.

4.3.2. Phone (Calls)

Phone calls are one of the most interesting events for an analyst. The table voice_events
in the file history.sqlite, when viewed in the DB Browser for SQLite, provides a tabular
representation of all incoming and outgoing calls. Figure 6 represents the findings. The first
entry in the table snapshot is a test event. However, the second and third entries signify
the outgoing call to the given phone number. The fourth entry shows the incoming call to
the phone number used in the phone.

Figure 6. Voice Call Events in history.sqlite database I (as reported by Autopsy).

4.3.3. Phone (Contacts)

The Contacts.db file contains the contact list of the phone users. Upon viewing this
database file in DB Browser for SQLite, it was found that all contacts are assigned a UID,
which is part of the table folder_id (contains first name, last name). Using this UID, the table
redirects to another table, folder_id_phone_list, to fetch the phone number of the user, which
is not present in the folder_id table. Figures 7 and 8 show the three contacts added during
our data population with the same UIDs.

Figure 7. Voice call events in history.sqlite database II (as reported by Autopsy).
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Figure 8. Phone contacts stored in Contacts.db database file as reported by Autopsy.

4.3.4. Phone (Messages)

After phone calls, text messages are probably the second most searched location in
any suspected phone. The table text_events under the file history.sqlite provides details
on all incoming and outgoing messages. Figure 9 presents the findings. Note that the
messaging feature was not fully functional during our data population. We were not able
to send multimedia messages using MMS function because the application continued to
crash when we tried.

Figure 9. Phone text events stored in history database file shown in Autopsy.

4.3.5. Morph Browser

The default internet browser for Ubuntu Touch is Morph Browser. Artifacts of interest
in this app include searches, downloads, bookmarks, history, etc. The browser directory
maintains a different database for all these artifacts. Table 3 lists all such locations. Figure 10
represents the database view of history.sqlite, which includes the visited URL, timestamp
(lastVisit column), and other related information. Access to such a wealth of data from the
browser would help the investigation significantly.

Figure 10. Morph Browser reported search history in history.sqlite database file shown in Autopsy.
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4.3.6. Gallery (The Application Was Not Functional)

The gallery is deemed to be an intuitive app on any phone. Yet, Pinephone (Build
#270) does not support the gallery function in its graphical form. When attempting to
load an image into the gallery from elsewhere on the phone, the image is selected using
the embedded file explorer. However, after selecting an image, the gallery does not load
the image, and it remains empty. Repeated attempts, including restarting the device, did
not change the outcome. However, Autopsy provides a very convenient way to look at
the contents of the gallery populated through Downloaded Photos. The Images/Video tab
sorts the images and/or videos in grouped folders. These folders are prioritized based
on the density of hash hits and the number of images in the folder. We downloaded three
images (see Figure 11) for this investigation, and the directory is listed in Table 3. The
file gallery.sqlite has interesting subtables such as MediaTable, AlbumTable, and PhotoEdit-
Table; however, they were not populated at the time of investigation due to the gallery’s
limited functionality.

Figure 11. Autopsy-generated result of Gallery depicting downloaded images (images from all sources).

4.3.7. Bluetooth (The Application Was Not Functional)

Attempting to turn on Bluetooth by toggling the button slider would result in an
approximately ten (10) second delay as it attempts to detect nearby Bluetooth devices.
After the delay and no devices were discovered, the Bluetooth button slider would flip back
into the off position without user interaction. Bluetooth information can still be read from
the syslog file /var/log/syslog, like any other Ubuntu desktop system. We ran the following
command:cat syslog|grep bluetooth > parsed_syslog.txt to read the exported file
and filter only references to Bluetooth. Looking through the new file, we can gain some
information on Bluetooth, although it was not functional. No error information was found
during the time frame we conducted testing, but we were able to find the current Bluetooth
daemon version is v5.41 in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Content of created Log file for the Bluetooth App in Autopsy.

4.3.8. Notes

Another interesting app for the analyst could be Notes. PinePhone supports this
feature but requires periodic updates from the OpenStore. We observed frequent crashes
for the app, but the OS updates helped to restore its stable version. Figure 13 depicts the
content of a note created in the phone and stored in the file note-ba9def24-0882-4140-b5c5-
abc733c38fda.info.
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Figure 13. Note App Directory and its content in Autopsy.

4.3.9. Music (The Application Was Not Functional)

During our data population, all attempts to load music kept crashing the app on
startup. Examination of the music applications folder under the directory /home/phablet/.local/
share/com.ubuntu.music/ shows only one folder called Databases. Within this folder, numer-
ous SQLite databases can be found, as shown in Figure 14. These databases are unpopulated
as we were unable to populate the app with music; however, the databases, in aggregate,
contain tables named playlist, queue, recent, and track.

Figure 14. Autopsy results for Database files for the Music application.

4.4. Findings from Third-Party Applications

In this section, we will list and explain what artifacts and other notable information
can be found in each of the applications that we tested. We will consider information to be
notable if it gives insight into user activities, user communication, or could potentially help
with attribution. A summary of our findings for the installed third-party applications is
shown in Table 3. We will go more in-depth to explain each application’s available artifacts
in later sections.

A common file found in the directory of most apps was a file titled Cookies. This is a
database file that seems to store a multitude of different website cookies. As most of these
applications are simple web apps that allow a user to access the respective service, such as
Google Drive, these cookies are likely being used and collected by the web application to
function. They are not abnormal; however, it is interesting to note which websites the web
application has stored cookies as it may indicate which website the web app is visiting or
pulling data from.

4.4.1. Axolotl Beta

Axolotl Beta is a popular Ubuntu Touch alternative to the Android- and iOS-based
Signal app. Although our investigation revealed no user data, a few things of forensic
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worth were still discovered. Note that the directory name does not seem to be correct;
however, after looking under the /opt directory the app details were found in the file
located at /opt/click.ubuntu.com/textsecure.nanuc/0.7.7.2/.click/status, which verifies that we
are looking at the right location. This information can be useful in checking the version of
the app installed on the device, and potentially getting into contact with the app maintainer
if further information is needed for an investigation.

First, an empty database file called db.sql was discovered under the db directory with
the table setup to seemingly store user data in Figure 15. Second, a file named http_password
was found under the .storage/identity directory. The content of the file (see Figure 16) seems
to be encrypted. Going by the name of the file itself, it would appear that this is a password
of some kind; however, its true purpose can only be speculated.

Figure 15. Axolotl Beta App reported empty database file in Autopsy.

Figure 16. Encrypted content that is possibly a password shown in Autopsy.

4.4.2. Skype

Skype conversations can be viewed in clear plaintext using Autopsy at /home/user/phablet/.
local/share/skype.rubencarneiro/IndexedDB/https_web.skype.com_0.indexeddb.leveldb/ 000003.log.
Figure 17 represents the chat between the two test users. However, our concern is that it is
merely a log file. The file is also missing the videos and images exchanged during the chat.
Directory path and the filename of this forensically interesting log file are given in Table 3
for the Skype app.

Figure 17. Results of Skype chat content.
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4.4.3. LinkedIn

LinkedIn is an essential app that may yield information like personal identifiable
information (name, email, phone number), search history, billing information (only on
premium accounts), education history, and professional connections. For the purpose of
data population, the authors communicated with multiple accounts and sent files. Files
downloaded from the application were stored under the Downloads directory (see Figure 18).
Besides, downloads also seem to be recorded in an SQLite database (see Figure 19) located
in the LinkedIn folder itself. It is not known if the downloaded files that were deleted would
continue to exist within this database; however, if they do, it would be a valuable artifact
location to be aware of.

Figure 18. LinkedIn web app’s Location of downloaded files in Autopsy.

Figure 19. LinkedIn web app’s “Downloads" database file in Autopsy.

The Local Storage directory contains SQLite databases that contain some forensically
valuable information. However, one table called ItemTable within the https_www.linkedin.com_
0.localstorage file contains binary data that can be read directly using a database browser.
Figure 20 shows the table exported out of the image and loaded using DB Browser for
SQLite. Selecting the BLOB information reveals that the Binary Large Object (BLOB)
contains legible text (see Figure 21). The legible text can be transcribed as “yung han yoon”,
“sheldon cooper”, and “connect”. It is not known what the numbers interwoven with these
strings “158621838720” represent as converting it under the assumption that it is a UNIX
epoch timestamp leads to a nonsensical answer; however, given the population steps taken,
we suspect that the presence of these three strings is the log of the conversation using
LinkedIn’s chat features. The conversation occurred between the account on the PinePhone,
Sheldon Cooper, and the researcher’s personal account.

The Service Worker/Cache Storage directory contains potentially useful information as
well. The organization of this storage is unknown; however, we discovered certain web
elements of the LinkedIn site are stored here under randomly named directories. Of the
various cached web page elements found, only one had any forensic potential. We observed
that one of the accounts we had followed was listed in the cache, as well as the fact that we
are currently following them, as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 20. Table entry reported by DB Browser for SQLite containing previous actions taken on the
LinkedIn web app.

Figure 21. Usernames of LinkedIn user and contacts visible as shown in DB Browser for SQLite.

Figure 22. Cached web page elements depicting user following status shown in Autopsy.

4.4.4. Twitter

Similar to the LinkedIn app, the downloaded files can be found under the Downloads
directory, while an entry for the downloaded file can be found under the downloads.sqlite
database. The log file at IndexedDB/https_mobile.twitter.com_0.indexeddb.leveldb/000003.log
contains publicly accessible links to the profile picture of the user of the application, as
shown in Figures 23 and 24. Other than this image, no other information of note was found.
Other information such as followers and followed people or even a Twitter username was
not found. %clearpage

Figure 23. Log file containing URL to the user’s Twitter profile as shown in Autopsy.
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Figure 24. Navigating to the URL shows you a thumbnail of the user’s profile image in web browser.

4.4.5. Youtube

No artifacts of user data with forensic value were found. None of the searches or
evidence of the videos that were watched could be found, nor the Google account used to
login to the app.

4.4.6. UReadIt

During the data population, we did not associate any account with this application
as Reddit can be browsed anonymously. However, two SQLite databases with random
names under the directory Databases were found. They contained tables that appear to
be prepared to store user account data, as shown in Figure 25. No other information was
found, such as the posts and Reddit threads that were opened.

Figure 25. Reddit Database Tables which could store user account data shown in DB Browser for SQLite.

4.4.7. Keepweb

During our analysis, we could not find any artifacts containing user data with forensic
value. Given the nature of this application in particular, and the fact that it stores user
passwords as its primary purpose, this should be considered as positive from the security
and privacy point of view. This means the saved passwords are not vulnerable to being
stolen or cracked.

4.4.8. Onion Browser

Onion Browser is one of the most important applications that might yield significant
forensic artifacts due to its popularity among criminals. The file found at /opt/click.ubuntu.com/
onion.nanuc.org/0.3/share/tor/torrc contains an interesting string content that seems to specify
a data directory as /home/phablet/.local/share/onion.nanuc.org/.tor (see Figure 26).

Figure 26. String located in installation folder for browser pointing to potential user data storage
location shown in Autopsy.

When we investigated that location, we found many cached files. The cached files are
shown in Figure 27 that mainly contain string and text data as well as public RSA keys. We
cannot conclude for certain what services these public RSA keys belong to; however, it is
highly likely that these are the public keys for TOR nodes available to the public to form
TOR circuits. That being the case, these keys are likely not very forensically interesting.
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Figure 27. Cache files found at the “DataDirectory" location using Autopsy.

The files that we downloaded during the data population process were not listed
within the downloads.sqlite database file, nor any websites visited in the history.sqlite file.
This information is likely not readily available or could be stored in different places. It is
important to note that the image of a Greek drachma that was downloaded via the TOR
browser has been saved directly to the Downloads directory under the user’s home directory.
This means that this TOR browser on Ubuntu Touch does not, by default, save images to a
separate, non-standard directory.

4.4.9. Dropbox

Dropbox is one of the most commonly used cloud storage applications. Therefore, it is
essential to understand the structure of the data being stored, if any, by this app. Dropbox’s
downloads.sqlite database file stored under the main directory was found to be empty. The
Local Storage directory with multiple SQLite databases that contain BLOB files is shown
in Figure 28. Examining the BLOBs within the SQLite browser reveals mostly random
numbers, non-intelligible data, or data that did not seem important. The actual files that
were uploaded to the cloud were not available.

Furthermore, the Cookies database that we found contains interesting artifacts. Cookies
can be found from LinkedIn, Google, Facebook, Yahoo, and even Youtube. We are not
certain why these cookies from websites unrelated to Dropbox can be found in this file.
This behavior is seen across almost all web apps. There is no evidence of any other files
that were available from Dropbox on the local image.

Figure 28. Multiple SQLite databases for Dropbox reported in Autopsy.

4.4.10. Pesbuk

The authors attempted to install Facebook on the Ubuntu Touch OS. However, we
found Pesbuk, which is a Facebook alternative available on the OpenStore. The app’s
usability provides a Facebook-like interface and functionality to its users. On the other hand,
its investigation did not yield significant results except for Cookies values (see Figure 29).
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These values store a cookie’s creation date, path, expiration date, last access date and time,
if already expired (1 for yes, 0 for no), and the data encryption method. These cookies
may be useful for examining when a user either installed the app, or when it may have
been used.

Figure 29. Some Cookies values found in Pesbuk App as found by DB Browser for SQLite.

4.4.11. WebTelegram

A common observation regarding apps for Ubuntu Touch is that it supports the web
versions of their original apps; Telegram is one of them. While there is no desktop version
available on OpenStore yet, the web version still gives the same functionality in terms of usabil-
ity and investigation. All images go under the location webtelegram.netothethird/IndexedDB
/https_web.telegram.org_0.indexeddb.blob/1/00. Figure 30 represents one of those pictures. Again,
all these pictures can be viewed in Image/Video tab more conveniently. Some parts of the
chats can be viewed in the file webtelegram.netothethird/IndexedDB /https_web.telegram.org_0.
indexeddb.leveldb/00003.log as well.

Figure 30. Directory of Telegram Pictures fetched from Autopsy.

4.4.12. Google Mail

Google Mail is one of the most frequent mailing apps and is found to be of primary
interest to analysts. Our investigation for this app was quite similar to regular apps
and rather easy. However, its directory is more sorted and has further directly named
sub-folders such as Databases, Downloads, and Application Cache. Moreover, chat, conversa-
tions, attachments, and email content are found in a database file titled as 1 stored under
/home/phablet/.local/share/googlemail.josele13/databases /https_mail.google.com_0/1. Figure 31
shows the contents of table cached_conversation_headers stored under the database file named
1. Images downloaded as part of the exchanged emails are stored under the Downloads
directory of the phone and can be viewed through Image/Videos Tab of Autopsy. These
findings from Google Mail application would be indispensable for the forensic investigators
when suspects communicate and share images using this app.
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Figure 31. Gmail conversation of test account fetched from Autopsy and viewed on DB Browser.

5. Research Challenges

This research is the first of its kind, so naturally we faced a series of challenges during
the study. Interestingly, GitLab [23], the official project management by UBPorts, brings
researchers, developers, and enthusiasts together to report their issues and find the existing
ones. We initiated more than five issues on the website and received a great response in
return, which eventually helped in bettering our research.

Instagram and Google Drive were among some of the applications that we attempted
to install and populate, but we were unsuccessful. Usually, the applications are installed
and then run. However, in our case, the application would either crash back to the home
page of Ubuntu Touch, or the application screen would be completely blank during the
application start-up. This is highly likely because the application may not have been
updated to work with the build of Ubuntu Touch for PinePhone that we utilized. However,
there is a good chance that they will store data in ways similar to what we have previously
seen in other applications. Another challenge we faced is that the IMEI number of the
phone can be found by going to the “About" page in the settings app. However, using a
keyword search of the known IMEI number over the image did not reveal where it may
be stored.

6. Discussion

Going over the investigation, we found some similarities that are generally reported in
an Android-based OS investigation. Here, we discuss some advantages and disadvantages
posed by Ubuntu Touch and PinePhone to digital forensics.

• The previous literature on the analysis of apps (based on Android) helped authors
target specific data points, directories, and formats, thus saving crucial examination
time. However, the analysis of apps on Ubuntu Touch still gave us expected yet
unique data points, directories, and formats.

• The rooting process may be bypassed in the case of the PinePhone, either because
it comes rooted, or because the acquisition process via SDcard does not require root
access. Whereas other Android devices, especially newer models, require the device
to be rooted before accessing specific application data, the Pinephone does not require
such procedures.

• As the data are stored on the SD card itself, it is also possible to do a dead-box
acquisition of the device by creating a bit stream image of the device [24]. Whereas
other Android devices usually require the device to be run so that ADB, or other
methods, can be used to pull data, the fact that data are stored on the SD card
means data can be acquired without requiring the device to be turned on. The
common criticism of possible data corruption or unexpected data manipulation that
accompanies mobile forensic acquisitions can be avoided here as the device does not
need to be turned on for data to be acquired.
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• Some disadvantages are clearly present as well. With the Ubuntu OS still being in
development, and the fact that full disk encryption is not even available, there is a
possibility that future versions of the PinePhone may prove to be much more secure
and forensically challenging.

Overall, the advantages presented by the PinePhone are that more traditional forensics
procedures can be used, and rooting the device is no longer a necessity.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This research is focused on understanding and investigating Ubuntu Touch OS de-
ployed on the PinePhone from a new phone manufacturer. PinePhone is available only
at $149.99 in the market as of December 2020. The motivation behind this research is the
phone’s lower market share and a new and yet robust OS, which also provides customiza-
tion options and control to its users. This combination might lure an attacker into spending
less on technology yet still conduct their malicious actions and cheaply dispose of the
physical device.

In our attempt to investigate, not much information can be gained yet from third-party
applications. This may be due to the web application’s use of mainly online storage, and
the fact that the OS, Ubuntu Touch, as well as our hardware platform, Pinephone, are still
very much in development. However, we have confirmed that the Ubuntu Touch has a file
system very similar to that of Ubuntu.

A quick analysis of the system log files reveals that Bluetooth and likely many other
“desktop” oriented services likely function similarly to that of Ubuntu’s desktop distri-
bution, meaning a lot of what is known in Ubuntu, or more generally Linux forensics,
can most likely be applied here. We have identified data that are highly sought after by
investigators, such as contacts and file locations, and where they are stored within the file
system. What is currently available to investigators from third-party apps has been noted.

Future research can still be done on certain native apps that are semi-functional in
Build #270. These apps include Gallery, Videos, Bluetooth, Camera, Downloads, and
Location Services. Since it is time-sensitive research, it is believed that once developers
have a stable version of these apps, researchers would have a wider scope to investigate.

With an already wider scope to investigate in Ubuntu Touch, it is recommended to put
a “Relevance Rating” with each app’s findings. These ratings would help an analyst to sift
through the important artifacts, which could be beneficial in a time-sensitive investigation.
Categories could be low relevance, intermediate relevance, or high relevance. For example,
outgoing call events are of high relevance in any investigation and comparatively more
important than logs from a video game.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ADB Android Debug Bridge
BLOB Binary Large OBject
DB Database
EXT4 Fourth Extended File System
FHS Filesystem Hierarchy Standard
FTK Forensic Toolkit
GUI Graphical User Interface
IMEI International Mobile Equipment Identity
iOS IPhone Operating System
LSB Linux Standard Base
MMS Multimedia Messaging Service
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
OS Operating System
RSA Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (encryption technique)
SD Secure Digital
SIM Subscriber Identity Module
SQL Structured Query Language
SQLite Structured Query Language Lite
TOR The Onion Router
UID User IDentification
UNIX UNiplexed Information Computing System
URL Uniform Resource Locator
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